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• Classify heatwaves using HWMId
• Differentiate between seasonal 

heatwaves
• Link heatwave occurrence to mortality 

or other health related data 
• Expand to other geographic regions

• Heat metrics like wet-bulb globe temperature (WBGT) and the universal
thermal climate index (UTCI) offer a more comprehensive evaluation of
extreme heat risks, particularly in terms of their impact on human health. 1

• For example, using WBGT instead of air temperature for defining heatwaves
revealed longer and more impactful heatwave durations, notably increasing
hospitalizations from heat disorders in South Korea.2

• By developing an algorithm which reads gridded reanalysis data we aim to
compare 3 different heat metrics (T2M, UTCI & WBGT) on the territory of
Austria for the years 1992 to 2020. In our approach we define a heatwave
by the exceedance of the 95th percentile of a specific day for three
consecutive heat days.
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Differences

Key Messages
• Throughout all heat metrics  all-year round heatwaves occur the most in the south of Austria while 

T2M shows the highest and UTCI the lowest number of heatwaves over the reference period 
1992 to 2020.

• When calculating the differences, T2M-WBGT shows more heatwaves in the south and less of them 
in the north. The other comparisons show no spatial changes in sign.

• The results are not robust because with changing heatwave definition the differences in number of 
heatwaves vary as well. 

• Analyzing heatwave distribution based on various metrics can help policymakers pinpoint 
vulnerable regions, guiding the development of targeted policies to protect at-risk populations.

Heatwave Detection

Loop through 

Each Year's Data

Identify Days 
  with High Heat

Count Heatwaves

We iterate through year's data, 
including T2M, WBGT and UTCI data.

We analyze consecutive days with
high heat levels to identify periods
that meet the criteria for a 
heatwave, based on the definition.

For each year we identify days with 
high heat levels, surpassing a 

certain threshold value.
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